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This is the first study to investigate the safety and efficacy 

of the lung volume reduction coil treatment in the long 

term. At 3 year of follow-up, this treatment showed no 

long-term unexpected adverse and device-related events, 

with clinical benefit gradually declining over time.

SUMMARY AT A GLANCE

INTRODUCTION
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METHODS

-        Patient  35 years of age*

-        FEV1  45% of predicted*

-        Total lung capacity >100% of predicted*

-        Residual volume > 175% of predicted
2

-        Modified medical research council dyspnea score (mMRC)  2 on mMRC scale of 0-4*

-        Non-smoker for more than eight weeks prior to entering the study*

-        High resolution CT scan indicates unilateral or bilateral emphysema
1

-        CT scan indicates bilateral heterogeneous emphysema
2

-        Patient read, understood and signed the informed consent form*

-        Change in FEV1 > 20% post-bronchodilator

-        Diffusion capacity < 20% predicted

-        A history of recurrent clinically significant respiratory infection

-        Uncontrolled pulmonary hypertension defined by right ventricular pressure > 50mmHg 
-        An inability to walk > 140 meters in 6 minutes

-        Evidence of other disease that may compromise survival such as lung cancer, renal failure etc.

-        Patient is pregnant or lactating

-        An inability to tolerate bronchoscopy under moderate sedation or anesthesia

-        Clinically significant bronchiectasisGiant bullar > 1/3 lung volume

-        Previous LVR surgery, lung transplant or lobectomy

-        Patient has been involved in other pulmonary drug studies with 30 days prior to this study

-        Patient is taking >20mg prednisone (or similar steroid) daily

-        Any use of clopidogrel or coumarines

-        Other disease that would interfere with completion of study, follow-up assessments or that

         would adversely affect outcomes

-        Patient has severe homogeneous emphysema by CT scan 

*Applicable for both studies
1
Applicable for study NCT01220908

2
Applicable for study NCT01328899

Box 1. 
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Study design

Measurements
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RESULTS

Outcome 

2

FEV
1
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Figure 1. 

No follow up

N=1 Patient died

N=2 Lost to follow up

No follow up

N=1 Patient died

N=3 Lost to follow up

N=2 Another lung volume reduction treatment

N=2 Did not visit for 2 year follow up, but visited 

        for 3 year follow up

No follow up

N=1 Patient died

N=5 Lost to follow up

N=1 Another lung volume reduction treatment

1 year follow up

N=35

2 year follow up

N=27

3 year follow up

N=22
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Figure 2. 
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Figure 3.
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DISCUSSION
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CONCLUSION
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